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SUMMRY

Literature relating to fire-extin@ishing egents was ‘reviewed
in order to ascertain‘theexten’tof present lmowledge and to deter-
mine what research might lead to the developubnt of more efficient
agents for extinguishing fires in airoraft.

An analysis of the existing data was made with respect to the
relative extinguishing effectiveness of Mfferent substances and
the basic mechanisms involved in the action of extinguishing agents.
Five basic actions of fire-extinguishing agents were enumerated
and discussd . .It appears that mechanical action, blanketing action,
and chain-breaking action are the most important factors in
extinguishing by gaseous and liquid agents.

.

Recommendations for research were made on the basis d the
analysis. Information on the relative extinguishing effectiveness
indicates that mganic lmlogen compouxds fill most p?obably yield
the more powerful extinguishing agents.

IN!U30DUCTIOIV

The ~oblem of reducing the fire hazard in aircraft is of
psxamount importance. U this hazard is to be tinimized, maximu
effactiveness in.fire etiinguishingmust be aohieved. Research
and development in this field have been sponsored and conducted by
the Civil Aeronautics Administration, the Air Force, the Bureau of
Aeronautics, Department of the Navy, and other government and
private laboratories. Although these investigationshave been
extensive, the majority have been predominantly applled.rather than
fundamental. lWphasis has been placed on such factom aa methods
of application of extinguishing agents, optimum rates of appli-
cation, and minimum effective quantities required. A prelhinary

,,\
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.

survey of the airoraft-fire”problem %y the WA Lewis laboratory
staff (referenoe 1) indicates that a better underspending of the
basio aotions of fire-extinguishing agents is still needed.

It is generally assumed that the effect of fire-~ anguishing
agents am be erplaii@ on the basis of the following aotions:

1. Cooling aotion, whioh lowers the temperature of the oom-
busttble below its ignition temperature

2. Blanketing aotion, which prevents ah? from reaohing the
fire and results in a dilution of the oxygen content of
the surroundings -

3. Meohanioal.aotion, which results fran directing the agent
aor~s the fire with sufficient foroe to cut the flsme
away from the ccmibustible

Studies in the recently developd field.of ohemical kinetios,
however, indioate that certain.substances are oapa%le of axerting
an inhibiting effect on the combustion reaotions. This ohemical
aotion is not ccmrpletelyudezwtmxl and has not yet been extensively
utilized in the searoh for better fire-extinguishing agents.

A review ~ literature pertinent to fire-efighing agents
was made at the lUCA Lewis laboratory and is presented herein.
The oh~eot of this review is to colleot the widely soattered emd
heretofore unrelate~ fsots conoeming extinguishing agents, ti
to appmxtse ml to correlate these fads ‘inorder to obtain some
insight into the nature of the funhnental aotions of extinguishi~
agents, parbioularly in regard to ohemical aotions as distinct
from physical or mechanical aotions. The ultimete aimof this
review is to indioate regions in which further research would be
advantageous to da in the disoovery of more powerful agents for
extinguishing gasoltie and oil fties in airortit.

ORITICAL PRESENTATION OF D&i’A

Information Qertinent to
obtained from numerous widely
which have been conducted for
efifnguishing phenomena. The

fire-extinguishing agents may be
diversifiti investi~tions, some c& i
the express purp3se of studying ftie-
majorlty af these investigations,

however, have been conduoted with other purposes in mind, the -
information applicable to fire extinguishing%eing inoidentsl.
Consequently, these data nmst be oritioally viewed before being
appli~ to the problems of fire extinguishing.

.
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For the sake of clarity, the most signifiokt results are pre-
sented under the following six matn headings; classifioation is
made on

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

the basis of the type of phenomenon under investigation:

Extinction of diffusion flames

Hfeot of additives on limits of “imflemability of com-
bustibles

Effeot @ additives on ignition teqmratures of cdmstible
mixtures

Effeot of additives on velocity of ~opagation of flame in
combustible mixtures

Direct application of fire-extinguishing agents to test
fires
.

IHnetic studtes of conibustionreaotions

Extinction of D-ion Flames

The first experiments pertinent to fire etiinguishingwere
probably the fleme tests of Cavendish, Priestley, and others.
(See references 2 and 3 for surveys of this early work.) These
experiments oonsisted either in burning a jet of combustible gas
in a closed vessel and analyzing the residual atmosphere at auto-
extinction, or in plunging the flsme into prep=ed mixtures of
o~gen or air, @ nitrogen or carbon dioxide. It wss discovered
in both cases that a limiting qgen content existed, beluw which
combustion could not be supported. This limit of oxygen content
was found to %e dependent on the nature of the cmtmstible gas, on
temperature and pressure, and when the extingrdshing atmosphere
was oreated by mixing oxygen or air with nitrogen or carbon dioxide,
on the nature of the extinguishing gas. This dependence on the
nature of the extinguishing gas is of interest in ftie extinguis@
and is discussed in a subsequent section.

A more praotioal prooedure for investi@ting the effect of
the extinguishing gas was developed by Rhead (reference 2)~and -
adopted.hy Dufraisse and ouworkers (references4 to 7). The appa:
ratus employed gas streams end consisted of a small burner, to j
whioh fuel could be supplied at any desird rate, plaoed coaxial.ly
in a large glass oylinder. W, also supplied at anY desired rate,
was intr@uced at the bottom of the cylinder and flowd up arouml

.- —.. . .. . . . ..__ —. ____ _____ _ -— —-— .. —___ ___



4 NACA TN 2102

the flares. The extinguishing @es or =TO~ to be ~esti@ed
oould be added in known mounts to the air feedQ3 tie flm, @
it was thereforepossible to determine the percentage of gas that
must he added to cause extinction of the flsme. The method per-
tittea fine adjustment and control, @ the fl~ 00~ be st~ied
in all its phases under varied conditions. The results, however,
are sensitive to a number of experimentalfactors. (See refer-,
ences 2 and 8 for a more detailed discussion.)

. Data obttined hy Dufraisse, Vieillefosse$ ~ ~ ~= (refer-
eue 4) by using this method with a flame of illuminating gas are
repraluced in talle 1. The authoxw drew the following conclusions
from these data:

1. m general, the chlorides =e less =tive e~~~he~
than the bromides, and the bromides are less active than the
iodides.

- 2. The funotion of the halogen element is complex, as the
activities of the stibstances.have little z%lation to their halogen
centent.

3. The formation of the halo@n acid or free halogen is not
the cause of fire extinguishingby the halogen-containing substances.

It should be noted that gases and vapors that are inflenrmable
in air under ordinary conditions ere oapahle & extinguishing
f-s in the previously desorfhed a~t~, ~ t~t no a~m
ha been made to distinguish between those substances listed in
table I that ere inflsmmalle and those that me not. This fut
must be consideredwhen appraising the preceding statements.

By using the Previously describ~ experhental prooedure, “
Dufraisse and Le J3res(reference 5) investigatedthe mechanisms by
which these substances artinguish a flame of illuminating gas under
oonstant conditions. Informationwas obtained for the MI?ferent
extinguishing substances by sampling the resIdiud gases of com-
bustion when the flane was almost at the dine’tion yoint. The
semples were taken at a point a few cent-ters above the tip of - “
the flane cmd were analyzed for oxygen, titrogen} c=bon ~~ide~
and oarbon monoxide. !l!hus,it was ascertained that the extfnguishezw
previously studied could be classtiled into two categories:
(1) those that lower the residual ~gen content beluw that value
necessary for extinction obtained when the inert gas, nitrogen,
iS used ss the extinguishing gas, h (2) those t~t ~ntafn it
above this value. This classificationseams ratlmm arbitrary, but

.1

.
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on that basis the investigators concluded that the substances @
the group that maintained the oxygen bontent above that obtained
for nitrogen, of which carbon tetrachloride is an example, funotion
by inhibiting the combinationwith oxygen. The substances that .
maintained the cmygen content beluw that obtained for nitrogen, of
which ethylbrcmide is an exemple, appe= to increase the c@bi-
nation to the ~oint where near~ all the smbient oxygen is consumed.

Le Bras (reference8), using oarbon tetrachloride and ethyl-
bromide ea examples ctf’these two classes, extended these studies
to flames of other combustibles. In a o-eful investigation of
the experimentalvariables izrvolvd, he Yound that the percentage
of carbon tetrachloriderequired for *inction varied erratically
with the velocity of the air streem, and increased greatly with an
increase in the velooity of the ocmbustible gas. Ethyl bromide
did not show such a variation. The dependence of the effectiveness
of carbon tetrachloz%le on the velocities casts doubt on the sig-
tiicance of the results for the relative extinguishing efficien-
cies of the different substances given in table 1.

In addition, Le Bras determined the percentages of oarbon
tetrachloride and ethylbromidenecessary to extinguish flames of
a nnmber of combustible gsses @ vapors and also the percentage
of residual o~gen in the combustion gases when the flame was
maintained at a condition near dinction. For the sake of tom- -
prison, similar data were detemnfned uEing the inert gas, nitro-
gen, as the extinguishing gas. These data are re~uced in
table II. The percentage of qygen in the axtinctivemixture of
nitrogen and oxygen is given in the fourth oolumn. This percent-
agemaybe thought ofasthemidnmm oxygen content, below which
ocmbustion cannot be supported. All percentages are on a volume
llasis.

An examination ti these data shows that for carbon tetra-
chloride the extinguishing percentages vary greatly frcm one gas
to another, yet no apparent connection exists between the
etiinguishingpercenta@s of carbon tetrachloride @ of nitrogen.
As nitrogen probably acts sim@y as a dilueti and coolant, Le Bras
oonoluded that some additional actions must be involved in the
case of
usually
for the

In
ferent.

oarbon tetrachloride. The prcentage of residual oxygen
remained somewhat greater than the minZmRU oxygen content
flames studied.

the mse of ethylbromide,the restits are comP~eteW ~-
The woportion of extinguishervaried little, ramaining
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alout 6 percent, and the residual oxygen content in the neighbor-
hood of ~inctionwaa decreased to a value of approximately 2 or
3 percent.

Inemmzch as ethyllmomidebehaved the same toward flms of
different cozibusti%les,Le Bras studied in detail its effect on
m%n. The use & hydrogen simplified the composition of the
residual gases; any cer%on dioxide or cmlym monoxide foumd was
attributable only to the ethylbramide, and it wes relatively easy
to determine the degree of decomposition or ccmdxmtion of the
ethyUmomide. Le B- determined the variation of the composition
of the residual gas as a function of the ethylbrwnide that was
aaaea to the air stream. These results are depicted in figme 1.

IWom these results, Le Bras calculated that the ethylbromide
was from 80 to 90 peroent aecompcsed and that the.proportion of
hydrogen burned gad- Mminlshed as the percentage of ethyl-
ImmMe increased. He.concluded that the ethylbromide cmzeiea on
the extinction of the flame by consuming the oxygen and by fozming
a sheath of deoxygenated air around the flane. This methd of
extinction of a flame is similar to that observeiiin the case of
inflammablevqors.

For oarbon tetrachloriae, the phenamena are much more oomplex,
and the natnre of the combustible is of prime importance. Detail*
investigationswere ccmiucted with three tlifferentccmibustibles.
Ih the CSS6 of a hydrogen flame, the results were complicated by
reaction between the hydrogen and.the carbon tetrachloride, which
yielded hexaohlorobenzene and tars. For a fleme of illuminating
@s, the results were complicated by the fact that the combustible
was a mixture whose constituents contribute to the fozmation of
c~bon ai~itle and carbon monoxide in the residual @s. Approxi-
mate calculations imiicated, however, that carbon tetrachloride
extinguished a flame mainly by a cooling effeet, coupled with a
slight inhibiting effect. In the case of a carbon-monoxide fleme,
the extinguishingpercenta& of carbon tetrachloridewas ‘qpite
small (2.5 to 3 percemt). Analyses @ the residual gmes, with “
increasing amounts cd’carbon tetrachltide in the air streem,
show~ that the percentage & oxygen tended to increeae slowly, to
about “E!percent, although the minimmn mntent necessary to support
c~ion was only 9.8 percent. - Bras therefore concluded that
the extinction ~uced must be by an inhibiting effect. This
effect was especially ~nounmd if the carbon monoxide @ the
air were
chloride

both-drkil;-% ert@g&hing
was then only 0.65 perc~t.

.

percentage of carbon tetra-

.-

.
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“

Dufraisse and German (referenue 9) investigated the artinotive
effects of powdem of several sodium sad potassium salts on flames
of different combustible gaaes and shoued that the arkin@eh@
effect of these salts cannot be fully accounted for only on the
bs8is of uooling action and the possible liberation of an extinguish-

W w W ch~c~ decqition in the fleme. ~ey uses a simple
~~nt @ a fl~ pmm 00@al.ly in a gZass oy~ere Mr
was introduced at the base of the cylinder at a velocity suffioient
to carry along the powders but not sufficient to have any blowing-
out effect on the flame. A lateral ptston allow&l ~ojection at a
desired velocity of a tiown dose of powder into the air stream.
The results are presentd in table III.

Fran these data, Dufraisse and German made the follcndng
observation:

1. The “supportem” of combustion (saltf3 tbt ~ lf~~te
-s= wn decomws~) tit - -t sensitive to heat (KCl~,
IWC103, @ KC104) behave either as activators of the combustion

(hydrogen and illuminating gas flemes) or as extinguishers (methane
and carbon-monoxideflams), aocomiing to the tempmature of the
flame●

2. The supporters of combustion that are less sensitive to
heat (KN03 and lVaN03)extinguish all the flames tested.

3. Some of the supporters of mmbustion are better extinguishers
than either the inert substances (talo and Na2S04) or the substances

that can liberate gaseous extinguishers (lWHC03,XHC03, Na2B407●1QE20,
and Na2S04”10H20). For instance, potassium nitrate (K3J03)is,
aooording to the flsme considered, from two to thirty-five times ‘
more active than sdium btcarlmnate (NsHC03), the most highly
reputed of the pulverized etiinguishing agents in cauunonuse.

4. Ih spite of being more resistant to heat, potassimu bicarbon-
ate (KHC03) is much more efficient than salimn bicarbonate.

It was therefore concluded that the extent of decomposition
of these salts in a flame 3s sll.ghtand that the extinguishing “
effeot is caused primarily by some negative oatalytic effeot of the
undecomposed salt.

.- —.. . ———.— -—-—_ .—. — .—— —— - --———_.. _ ...__ _.
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Effeot of Additives on Limits of Tnflsmmability of Combustibles

3h 1817, Humphrey Davy (referenoe 10) petiomned qeriments
concerning the influenoe of hydrogen chloride and silioon tetra- ~
ohloride on the luwer explosion limit of hydrogen antioxygen.
Sinoe that time, a great tier of experimenters have investigated
substances that can prevent the explosion of combustible gases and
vapo~ in air. The first extensive search for such substances was
begun by Jorissen (references 11 and 12) around 1920. It had been
lnlownfor some time that many vapors of organic sul@ances, even
in small quantities, ‘exerteda marked influence on the lower
explosion limit of ~hosphorous, and Jorissen therafore concluded
that similar substances might decrease the explosion limits of com-
bustible gases end vapors. Working with methane-+ mixtures,
Jorissen (referenoes 13 and 14) investigated the effect of various
chlorine derivatives of methane, etheme, end ethylene on the limits
of hlflammability.

For his inflammabilitytests, Jorissen used small burettes,
25 centimeters long and 1.6 centimeters in diameter, placed in a
vertical ~sition . Platinum electrodes, placed 5 millimeters apart,
were situated in the top of the.Imrettes. Ignition was effected by
a spark; propagation of the flame was in a downward direction. me
effect of the ohlorine derivatives on the limits of inflammability
of methane was quite startling in comparison to the effect of the
“inert” gases (helimn, argon, nitrogen, and car%on dioxide); small
additions produced a marked narrowing of the limits. Similar
results were obtained with explosive mixhxres of carbon monoxide ,
and air, hy~gen and.air, and actylene @ air (references 14
and 15)● . .

~ a direot attempt to find a su%stance that, when present in
small quanti’ties,would exert a complete retarding ad ion on
methane explcaione, Jorissen (reference 16) investigated some 250
different substances. Fifty compounds, whose names were.not given,
were found that prevented explosion of a 10-percent methane-air
mixture.

Jorissen showed, however, that information of this type was
insufficient to pick effective etiinguishing agents. In order to
obtain a complete insight into the @anguishing effectiveness of
a substanoe, the entire explosion region must be determined.
Jorissen (referencesZ6 and 17) determined this re~on for a
number of the previously mentioned 50 substsmceE, using burettes
identical with those he had used in his experimentswith the
or-c ohlorine derivatives (references 13 and 14). He presented

. .
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his results in a eimple graphical manner (fig. 2), in which the
volume percentage”of the added gas in the original alanoqihereis
plotted as a function of the volume percentage of the methans in
the total mixlmre.

The figure for isobutylchlorideshows -thenecessity of
investigating the entire explosion region before conclusions can
be drawn concerning the extinguishing effectiveness of a substance.
Inasmuoh as only 2 percent of isobutylchloride is necessary to pre-
vent;a 10-percent methane-air mixhre from explcding, it would seem
that this substance must possess a strong extinguishing action.
Actually, the lower explosion limit of methane is etiended by the
isobutylchloride,which is inflammable itself between the limits
of 4.1 and 14.2 ~ercent. The curve for ethylialide qhows the
characteristics of an effective extinguisher. Ethylicdide in a
concentration of 5.3 percent prevents explosion in all possible
methane-air mixtures.

This experimental procedure and graphical representation
offeYs a method by which a quantitativemeasure of the relative
etiinctive effectiveness of different substances can be obtained.
It is necessary only to determine the percentage of the given sub-
stance requiral to render noninflammable all mixtures of same
given combustible substance in air. Those substances that are
requimi in the smallest ~rcentages ere the most effective. The
different substances investigated by Jorissen are srranged in
table IV in ofier of decreasing effectiveness. The volune ~er-
centages in the original atmosphere necessary to prevent explosion
in all methane-air mixtures are alEo given. These results show
that certain halogen-containing compounds have a greatly enhanced “
aptitude for provoking extinction when compered with the inert
gases.

In the course of investigations pertaining to the promotion
of safety, the Bureau of Mines in the UiiitedStates and the Safety
in Mines Research Board in England have done a considerable amount
of work on the limits of inflammability of gases and fuels. This
work has incluied studies of the effects of certain additives upon
these Mm3ts.

The first.study was that of Coward and Hartwell (reference 19)
on the effect of the inert gases on the inflammability lintMa of
methane-air mixtures. ‘l!heUmits were detemined in an atmosphere
of ordinary air, mixed with increasing amounts of the added gas.
The design of the apparatus used for determining the inflszmability
limits was based on the results of Coward and Brinsley (refer-
ence 20), obtained in their classical experhnents on the Umits of
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inflamnebllityof caibustiblem&tures. The apparatus consisted
of a vertioal prrex tube 180 centimeters long and 5 centimeters in
dismeter. The bottom end waa oovered with a ground glass plate.
I@tion was effec$ed from below by sliding haok the plate and
psssing a small alcohol flame aoross the opening. A given mixture
was considered inflammable if the flame traveled to the top of the
tube. Coward and Brinsley defined inflammability as the property
of a mixture to ~ropagate a flsme indefinitely, and showed that
inflammable Umits, detemined as preciously explained, were a
propetiy only of the mixture; that is, they were independent of
the shape and size of the containing vessel and of the means used
for ignition. (See reference 20 for a complete discussion.)

The results of these experiments, along with the resflts of
other work done by the Bureau of Mines and the Safety in Mines
Resesnh Board on the influence of additives on msthane-air ndxtures,
are given in table V. Identical apparatus was used in all this
work. In table V, the gases are arranged in order of decreasing
extinguishing effectiveness as measured hy the volume percentage
of added ~ in the original atmosphere neoessary to bring the
Umits tito coincidence. Cowaziland Hsrbwell (referenoe 19) con-
cluded that the relative extinguishing effects of c=bon dioxide,
nitrogen, and argon could be expldned in the baeis of their rela-
tive heat capacities, the gas of greater heat oapaoity having the
greater extinguishing action. !Cheabnomal behavior of helium,
whioh has a heat capaoity equal to that of argon, was ascribed to
its exceptionallyhigh heat conductivity. As a result, these
Inwstigaters conoluded that the following faotors were mainly
responsible for the extinction of flame: (1) reduotion of oxygen
content by diluent gaa (primarily affects the upper limit),
(2) thermkl capaoity of diluen~ and (3) thermal conductivity of
diluent.

The position of water in this table indicates that it too
probably extinguishes primarily by a cooling aotion. Carbon tetra-
chloride and diohlorodifluorometheneillustrate that certain
halogen-containing ccmpounds have a greatW enhanced aptitude for
provoking extinction, as shown by Jorissen. A comparison of
these results with those of Jorissen (table IV) shows that the
percentages neoessq to prevent imflemmation in all methane-air
midmres obtained by the Bureau of Mines =e larger than the per-
centages obtained by Jorissen. Coward and Jones (reference 21)
severely criticized the small apparatus ad experimental technique
used by Jorissen. In part, this criticism seems justified. It is
certain that with the small dismeter tube (1.6 om) used by Jorissen,
the cooling effect of the vessel walls was not elhinated. Ako,
because of the short length of the tube (25 om), the flame was not

4

.
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given a long enough “run” to enable olmervem to judge whether it .
was self-propagatingwhen it had lost the initial tipulse due to
the source of ignition. In addition, Jorissen used downwerd ~opa-
gation of the flame rather than upward propagation. All these
factom tend to make the inflammable region smaller, and thus
result in a smaller value for the percent- of exti&uis~ng gas
than is necessary to prevent inflmmatton. Jorissents tests there-
fore did not give a true mesmre of the inflammability of the
mbdm’e, but were a fundilon of the apparatus. Nevertheless, the
results are consistent within themselves, insmmach as identical
apparatus was used in all the determinations. h a result, their
use for a ccmtparisonof the extinguishing action of the substances
studied is not invalidated.

The Bureau of Mines investigated the &’fects of additives on
the inflammable limits of many combustible gases other than methane
(reference 24). These results are summerized in table VI. The
extinguishing effect is expressed as the volumes of extinguishing
gas necessary to render noninflammable one volume of combustible
ges under all conditions. The last column, which shows the relation ‘
between the volumes of carbon dioxide and nitrogen re@red to po- -
duoe noninflammablemixtures, is of special interest. All these
ratios sre close to the average vslue 0.57 for the various can-
bustibles investigated. An explanation of this fact is found in
the thermal theory of extinction suggested by Coward end Hertwel.1
(reference 19). E? it is assumed that the flane-propagatingtem-
perature for the different combustibles is 1400° C, the mean molar
heat capacity between 250 and 14000 C can be c~culated to be
7.46 calories per ‘C for -nitrogenand 11.85 calories per ‘C for
carbon dioxide. ~ the extinctive effect of the added gaa is due
entirely to its heat-absorbing capacity, then the relative efficiency
of the two gaaes for extinguishingflames should be proportional
to their heat capacities and inversely proportional to the volumeb
required to artinguish one volume of the comhustfble. The ratio
of the heat capacities for nitrogen and carbon dioxide is 0.63, in
close agreement with the average ratio of the volumes given in
table ~, which seems to confirm the thermal theory of fleme
etii.nctionin the case of nitrogen and carbon dioxide for a large
variety of canbustibles.

An extensive investigateion In search of more effective fire-
extinguiehingagents was recently ootiucted at Purdue’University.
The seineprocedure was used as that developed at the Bureau
of Mines● The cxxnbustibleused was ~-heptane mixed with air.
Experimetiswere conhmted with pressures in the explosion
tube ranging from 300 to 5(X)millimeters of mercury. Jones

.— —. . . .... .. . —..— — __ .-.— _ ___ .—_, -———–——- -—--—_— .-. .-— —____
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ani Kennedy (referenoe25) have shown that the inflammable
l=ts of natural.gas (79.6 peroent CH4, 19.2 percent C2H6, and-
1.2 peroent H2 by volume) are scaroely changed by reduction of
pressure to values as low as 200 qllimetem of meroury. It was
assumed that heptane would behave similarly. The results of the
Puniue UMversity investigation,as of August 1948, are given
in table VII. Substances are ~ed in order of decreasing
effectiveness.

The fo~owing oonohsions were drawn fim the ati dti~
frcnnthe ~ue University Investigation: ,’

1. Within a series of similar compounds, the extinctive
efficiency increases with the molecular weight. This increase is
illustrated by the following compounds:

compound Molecular weight Feraent by volume

CF4 88 26

C2F6 138 13.4

C4??10 238 9.8

C7F16 388 7.5

2. The relative effects of halogen substitution on extinction
properties follows the series I > Br > Cl > F, whioh is illustrated
by the following compoumls:

compound Percent %y Compouna
volume

CF4 26 CH@r

CCU?3 lz.3 CH31

CBrF3 6.1 cH#r2 5.2 .

Inasmnch as the fol.lowingexceptions to the generalization
expressed in the second conclusion exist;

r
Ccmpouna I?ercentby

b
Conlpouna Percent by

volume volume

CHF3 17.8 CClF2~3 6.4

CF4 26 . cF3CKBrcH3 4.9
+

.

.

.

.
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it may be that oertain groupings are more effective than others.
For exemple, -CF3 > -CHF2 >-CC~2 > -CW’F2.

Effect of Additives on Igni~ion Temperatures

of CombustibleMixtures

Considerable research has been conductd concening the
effects of edditives on the ignition temperatures of combustible
gaseous.mixtures. Certain substances, when added in small amounts
to such mixtures, produce a decrease in the inflammability of the
mixture, as indicated by an increase in the ignitiontemperature.

In Mgland, the &plosives in Mines Research Committee has “
s~nsored the search for such sulstmces. The first results
reported were those of Dixon (reference26). Dixon, upon a sug-
gestion of Richard Vernon ltheeler,investigated the effect of
ethylidiide on the ignition temperature of methane. It was found
that the ignition temperature of a fire damp-air mixture (in a
closed silica vessel) was raised 125° C (fram 6340 to 759° C) by
the addition of ethylicdide in a concentration of two pa@s
per thousand. In addition, it made no difference whether the
icilinewas introduced as free icdine, ethyliodide, or any other
compound containing fcdine. I?earlyshilar effects were obtained
with a bromide.

These investigationswere extended in parallel experiments
by Naylor andllheeler (referenoe 27) and by Coward (reference 28).
Naylor and Wheeler employwa an experimentalmethod whereby an
inflammablemixture was rapidly admitted to an evacuated vessel of
quartz heated to the desired temperature. The lowest temperature.
of the reaction vessel that tamed the tiure to infleme, no
matter how long after its admission, was recorded as the ignition
temperature of the mixture. The results on the effects of various
additives are summarized in table VIII. These results were all
obtained with a 5.8-percentmethane-air mixture.

Each of these substances raised the ignition temperature, the
degyee of elevation varying with the amount present. In table VIII,
the madmmm ignition temperature is recorded, with the emlountof -
substance that produced it.

The “concentric-tube”apparatus of Dixon and Coward proved
more suitable for investigationsof this type. In this apparatus,
a stream of combustible gas is passed up a heatd tube fixed in
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the exis and opening into the center of a large silica cylinder up
whioh a stream of air or oxygen is flowing. Afurnaoe surrounds
this cylider so that the air msy be heated to the same tempera-
ture as the fuel. In an exper@ent, the flow of ccmibustiblegas
is not started until the air streem has attained the desired tem-
perature. With this prooedure, the t3me lag for ignition can be
measur~. Ignition occurs at the pdnt of mixing of the gas
streems; the measured ignition temperatm?es therefore are not
influenced by effeats taking ~lace on the walls of the vessel,
whioh is a desirable condition. The inhibitors to be studied.are
added.to the air stream.

Dixon and Coward investigated the effect cd’iodine on the
ignition temperatures of methsne, hydrogen, and carbon monoxide.
The results for methane, which were ty_pical,are ylotted.ti fig-
ure 3.

For methsne, the optimum increase in the ignition temperature
(approximately700 C) occurred at an iodine concentration of about
0.03 percent, although 0.01 percent was n&u?Q as effective. With
hydrogen in air, the effect of 0.01- to O.03-peroentiodine was
less marked, but addition UT to 0.15 ~roent raised the ignition
temperature about 70° C. In +%e case & carbon monoxide (dry),
the ignition temperature rose more rapidly then with hydrogen, @
with O.062-percent iodine ma beyond the 13mit of the furnaoe
(9280 C), which mounted to a rise of more than 2300 C.

The ignition ~ints of m&hane in air containing ethyliodide
were also investigated,but did not show much resemblance to those
in air containing free iodine. The highest point, however, was
the same and occurred for the seineconcentration of idine. !Chis
same msximum temperature was also obtained using methyliodide.

The ignition potits of methane In air containing ethylene-
bromide, isoqlbromide, and hromobenzene were determined. The
results are reproduced in figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively.

These substances behaved as yowerful.inhibitors. !@eti
effects were nearly equal for an equitilent concentration of
bromine up to alout.0.1 peroent, at whioh point the increase in
ignition temperaturewas about 1000 C. It therefcme appears that
bromine is more efficient than iodine. Further small additions
of bromine compounds to the a.j.rproduced a small rise in ignition
temperature; lnztwith greater amounts, the three inhibitozw dif-
fered in that ethylenebromidehad a maximum effect at a concentration
of about O.3 to O.4 percent; whereas the other two inhibitors

N
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show an increasing
the interaction of

effect. The difference was
the inhibitcms tith the o~gen of ‘

the air before the atmosphere reached the jet. The large rise of
ignition tempsratme when only 0.1 or 0.2 percent of the bromide
was present in the air must, however, be almost entirely due to
the %rmine.

As a result of Jorissents experimentswith phosphoryl chloride
(reference 17), Dixon ail Cowed alEo investigated the effect of .
this compound (reference 28). It was found that phOSphOryl
chloride raised the ignition temperatures of the methane, but that
the maximum increase was less than half (about 450 C) that of the
bromine compounds. The msximum occurred at a concenhation of
aboti 1 percent of pbosphoryl chloride.

Tetraethyl lead was investigatedbecause of its strong anti-
knook characteristics. The curves were of the seam type as those
of isoamylbramide and bromobenzene, W were interpreted in the
same wey. The inhibitory effect, however, was found to be only
about one-half that of the bromine compounds, although the inorease
with concentrationwas about the same.

Dixon @ Coward also investigatedthe effect d thb inert
gases, nitrogen and carbon dioxide, on the ignition temperature of
methane. These gases caused en increase in the ignition point, as
would be expected, but the effects were very small in comparison
with the incre=e prducd bY traces of brine comPounds and iodine.

Certain metallic salts have a marked effect upon the ignition
of combustible gaseous mixtures. For instance, it has long been
lmown that the gas frm a bl=t furnace can be burned regularly
only titer elimination of the.potassium salts that it holds in
suspension. Also, sdiu and potassium salts have long been used
as antiflash substances-for preventing artillery muzzle flame.

Frettre (reference29) showed that small concentrations of
alkali halide salts raised the ignition temperature of carbon

/

monoxide - air ~ures. Jorissen and coworkem (references30
to 32) investigatedthe effects of @em of 140 clifferent sub-
stances on 10-percent methane-air mixtures. They found that the
best substances for preveritingexplosion were the halides and
carbonates of sdium and potassium. Halides of calcium and barium
were also fairly effective.

Muraour and Michel-L&y (reference33) have shown that this
ecrbinguishingeffect of alkali metal salts is due @marily to

.—.—.—. .. —-. .—— .-—. —-——- -. .——.—. ———— .—. ——— --— —— —.. —
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and not just to a cooling effeot.
produced by acmtmstion d powered

n.itrooelhlase-ina Vieil16 type b,omb. The approximate compmition
of the gas was: 35-yercent ctibon monoxide, ii-percent hydiwgen,
17-~rcent oerbon dioxide, Xl-percent nitrogen, and 20-peroent water.
In this type %omb, the pmXlucts of combustion escape through a
l+millimter hole anl normally ignite upon contact with the air.
Muraour tivestigatedthe effect on the ignition of picrates of the
alkali metals, the alkaliti earths, and the heavy metals. Picrates
were chosen because they are explosive. The salt was mixed with
the nitrocellulose and, when exploded, liberated the metal at a
high teinperature,thereby eliminating the cooling aotion of the
salt. Muraour found that 10 percent of potassium picrate sufficd
to prevent all inflammation of the escaping gas. Of the other
picrates studied, only those of rubidium ami cesium showed any
antiflame action. Muraour concluded that the extingui.shlngeffect
in this case was due to some action of the alkali metal..

Effect of Additives on Velocity of Propagation

of Flame in ComlnmtibleMixtures

A completely satisfactory theoretical treatment of the velo-
city of flame propagation is still forthcoming. It is clear, how-
ever, that the velocity of the chemical reaction ixrvolvedis of
decided hportance. Consequently, the effect on the velocity of
propagation of flsme offers a methcxlof investigating substances
suspected of being inhibitors of the.combustion reactions. This
method ha been confined.almst entirely to the investigation of
the effects of antiknock substance.

Antilmook substances appearto be pcwer?ul inhibitors of the
slow oxidation reactions of most hydrocarbons, but their use in
fire extinguishing is llmited because they sre highly inflammable
ad, when preseti in high concentration,the free radicals that
are liberated probably accelerate the fast oxidation reactIons
occurring at high te~erature. It is possible, however, that anti-
knock substance might be useful in ftie extinguishing if edded in
small amounts to other etiinguishing agents.

‘I!heonly substance possessing fire-extinguishing @entiali-
ties that has”been investigatedby itE effect on the velocity of
ProP%@i~ of fl- is phosphoryl chloride. Jorissen (refer.
ence 34) has reported some results of Coward on the effect of
phosphoryl chloride on the veloci~ of fleme p’opagation in a 9.8-per-
cent methane-air mixturej these results are presented in table IX.

.
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It is evident that phosphoryl chloride W a marked dec6lera-
ting effect upon the flame speed.

Direct Application of l?ire-lEtinguishingAgents to Test R&es “

The mo@ direct methcd of investigating the fire-extinguishing
potentialities of Mf5?erent agents is by direct application to
test fires. I&tensive investigation of this type have been con-
ducted. The CM has recently run a series at tests on fires under
simulated flight conditions in aifferent radial-type aircraft
engines (reference35). The purpose of these tests wsa to deter-
mine the efficiency of various fire-extinguishing agents when
applied to gasoline and oil fires ocourring in both the power and
accessory sections of airaraft pwer plants, and to detemine for
each agent the quatity req@redj the rate of application necessary,
and the optimum methods of distribution. Eight Mf’ferent extinguish- ,
ing agents were investigated under conditions of comparable rates
of application. With respect to extin@shing effectiveness, the
results given in table X were obtained.

.Concerning these results, the following statement fs made in-
reference 35: “This method of comparison is essentially quali-
tative, as attempts made to compe the agents on a quantitative
basis could only be approximate.” Perhaps a more quantitative
comparison is obtained from the data given in table XI taken from
the s.emereport. It appears from this table that methylbromide is
a better e@inguishing agent than carbon didde or the other
agents.

The Gemnan navy and air forces (reference36) made s&nil=
investigationswith a commercial mixture of monochlorobrcmomethane
consisting of 82-percent monochlorobromomethane, 9-percent methylene-
chloride, &d’ 9-percent methylenebrcmide,which was ~ed with
carbon dioxide in percentages of 65 to 35, respectively. These
investigations showed that only 12- to 15-percent concentration
was required to extinguish a standard gasoline wind-tunnel test
fire, which cmpared with 45-percent concentration required for
carbon dioxide alone and 15-percent concentration of methylbromide.
Thus, monochlmolmomomethane seems to be slightly better than
methylbromide & a fire-extin@shing agent, and both are better
than carbon dioxide.

The C-O-Two Fire Equipent Company conducted laboratov
investigations (reference 37), the results & which indicate that
monochlorobromomethaneis many times more effective as an extinguish.
fng agent than either carbon tetrachl.orideor Pyrene. Small pan
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fires of gasolinewere uEed aa test fires, and were extinguished
.

by using a laboratorywash bottle and a l-quart, standard hand fire
extinguisher. ‘I!hepans were placed in a hod, the ventilating fan
of which was cut off during the fire test. The results exe given
in ta%le XII. These results me only semiquantitative at best,
but show that mnochlorolnmmome thane is a better ex%inguiqhing
agent than carbon tetrachloride.

Oliver C. de C. E~is (reference38) has recently conducted
experimentsto determine the fire-extinguishingpotentialities of
methyliodide. He found that in all cases where carbon tetrachloride
was effective,methyliodide was equally effective, but with only
one-fifth of the quantity required for carbon tetrachloride. In
experimentswith large water-borne g&oU fires (40 sq ft and
more), cerbon tetrachloridewas a complete failure, as was a satu-
rat&l water solution of emmonium iodide and.methyleneiodide.
These substances burned in the flames. Under a spray of nlethyl-
icilide,however, the gasoline flames broke, wilted, and withered.
Pan fires of ether, methyl.atedspirits, and white spirit, which
could not be artinguishedby carbon tetrachloride,were swiftly
quell@ by methylicdide, indicating that methyliodide is much more
effective then carbon tetrachloride as an ~inguiehing agent.

The experiments cited are but a fraction of those that have
been perf’omned. They include, however, most of the compounds that
have been tested by Qirect application, and from them the clifferent
extinguishingagents may be arranged in a general way according to
their fire-edingu.ishingeffectiveness. In otier of decreasing
effactiveness they are: methyliodide; monochlorobromomethane;
methylbromide; carbon tetrachloride; carbon dioxide; and sodium
and potassium carbonates.‘Although methylicdide hes been ccmpsrd
only to carbon tetrachloride, it haa been placed above monochloro-
bromomethene and methylbromide because it ‘appearedso much more -
effective than carbon tetrachloride.

In the Purdue University investigation,expertientswere per-
formed with several gaseous etiinguishingagents in conjunction with
the inflammable-limitsexperiments. A small iron cup was used, filled
to about one-half its capacity with ~-heptane, placed within a
l-liter-beaker. A semple of the gaseous agent was collected over
water in a graduated cylinder. The heptane was ignited and the
extin@shi& agent was introduced at the bottom of the beaker at
a constant rate. The volume of the @s require+3to put out the ‘
fire was measuredj and the
The volumes of the gaseom

results are presented in table XIII.
materials represent the average cf

.
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several determinations.~ It is evident that m@hylbrmide is more
effective than carbon dioxide when both are applied as gases.

The experiments of Thomas and Hochwalt (reference 39), although
performed sane 20 years ago, still remain aa the only investigations
in which comparative values of extinguishing agents have been
measured in a quantitativemanner by using the method of direct
application to test fires. - quantities of all the water-
soluble metallic salts were dissolved in water, and the influence
these salts had on the fire-extinguishing effactiveness of
water in quenching gasoline firps was invmtigated. The apparatus
consisted of a light metal fire pan mounted on an adjustable plat-
form and placed inside a metal hood, which served to exclude drafts.
A thermocouplewas placed in the back of the pan above the gasoline
level. A test extinguisher,which discharged the extinguishing
agent under a constant pressure of niirogen, was also mounted h
the hood. Fires were started by throwing a lighted match onto the
gasolirie,and the result of a test was considered to be positive
if the fire was extinguished. The test was repeated with solutions
of v&ious concentrationsuntil the minimum concentrateion that gave
a positive result was determined. By giving special attention to
leveling the fire pan end aiming the extinguisher, by carefully
filling the pan to the same level in each test, by always allowing
the thermocouple to heat up to the same temperature (270° C) before
turning on the extinguishing agent, and ly carefully cleaning and
drying the fire pen between tests, Thomas and Hochwalt were able
to obtain satisfactory reproducible results, which &e presented.
in table XIV.

These results were quite unusual.. tie investi@ors found
that the extinguishing qualities of water were greatly enhanced
by salts of the alkali metals, but were unaffected by salts of the
other metals. Also, me effectiveness increased with the atomic
weight of the alkali metal present, as shown in table XV. Further-
more, the effactiveness of the alkali metal salts was decidedly
influenced by the nature of tle radical attached to the alkali
metal. Peculiarly, radicals that have oxygen in them have a
greater extlngu.ishfngeffect than those without oxygen. Some
examples of this effect are given in table XVI. Ercm this fact,
plus the fact that potassium permangam te and bichromate are among
the most effective potassium salts, it appeared that any oxidizing
agent might demonstrate-thisenhancing effect upon the extinguish-
ing qualities of water. Tests with iodic acid, perchloric acid, ,
‘andchromic acid, however, gave only negative results, althou@
concentrations as high as 10 normal were used. It therefore seems “
that the alkali metal is essential to this ~ingulshing effect.

.
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.
as a rule, were very effective extinguishers,
effectivenesswas proportional to their

oxygen content. For exemple, the bitartrate of potessium was five
times ea effective as the neutral salt. The investigatorswere
unable to explain these phenomena, and ascribed them to same chemi-
cal or catalytio action.

Rakuzin (reference40) obtained results consistent with the
preceding results. He found that oil fires were readily extinguished
by the action of 6- to 8-~rcent solutions of s&ium and potaasium
carbonate; whereas solutions of ammonium cartmnate, calcium chloride,
barium chloride, sodium chloride, ferric sulfate, alum, and amnonium
hydroxide had no effect.

IHnetic Studies of Combustion Reactions

A large nuniberof kinetic studies have been made of many of
the simpler conibustionreactions. Some of these studies have
included investigationsof the inhibiti~ effect of certain
substances.

Hinshelwood and coworkers (references 41 to 44) made an
etiaustive study of the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen. The
hydrogen+xaygen combination is one of the best exemples of a
reaction depmding upon branching chains and showing the phenome-
non of arplosion limits. In the region of 5500 C, this reaction
e=bits three explosion ltits, the first at a pressure of a few
millim@en, the second at about 100 miU3meters, and the third at
severel hundred tillimeten. Below the first limit, the reaction
rate is negligibly small; between the first and second there is
explosion; above the second limit, explosion gives place to slow
reaction,which rapidly increases in rate as the ~essure is
raised until at the third limit there is explosion once more.
The effect of halogens on the reaction in the low-pressure explosion
region and on the rapid reaotion above the second.explosion limdt
were investigated (references 41 ti 42). In the first case, it
was found that small quantities of a halogen rapidly reduce the
size of the explosion region, and then eliminate it altogether.
Iodine eliminates all explosion when present in a concentration of
0.0022 peicent or greater; brcmine eliminates all exploaion when
present in a concentration of 1 part in 10,000; chlorine is much
less efficient, a concentration of about 1 part in 400 being needed..
In the second case, that-of the high pressure reaction, there is .
also an inhibition by halogens. At 550° C and a pressure of
450 millimeters (IQ, 300 mm; 02, 150 ma), the following reductions
in reaction rate were effected by iodine:

.

.

.
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Concentration of
. 12, (mm Hg)

o“-
0.0033
.017
.033
.10
● 17
.33
.83

1.33

Rate of reaction
Ap, (mm/.)

35
14
5.4
5.0
5.4
5.2
6.3
8.0
SL.4

Similar, although not as marked, results were obtained with
bromine @ chlorine. It is evident that as the partial pressure
of the halogen is increased, the reaction velocity is at.fimt
drastically reduced, passes-throu@ a minimum @ then slowly
increases, but.the value & the velocity always remains smallar
than it would be with.a stiple hydrogen-oxygenmixture.

The medanism of the hydrogen-~gen reaction is fairly well
established and is of the branched-chain t~e. Hinshelwood
explained that the actio~ of the halogen inhibitors is due to the
raoval of the chain oarriem by the simple reaction

H

The reason for the smaller
reaction

Q

c1

+12 —>HI+I (1) “ ‘

efficiency of

+ H2~HCl +

chlorine is that the

H (2)
,

can regenerate a hydrogen atom; whereas the corresponding Trooess
is very improbable with bromine and imline.

The existence of a minimum in the ourve of reaction rate
against halogen oonoentrationwas.shown, by use of reaction bulbs
with different surface-volume ratios, to be due to the acceleration
by the halogen of the heterogenous reaction oocurring on the walla
of the vessel. Thus, the aotion of the halogen is two-fold:
(1) It inhibits the hcnnogeneousgas-phase reaction by removal of
the hydrogen atoms; and (2) it accelerates the heterogeneous
rea6tion occurring on the walls.

ing

Similarly, Hedman, Thompson, and.Hinshelwood (references43
44) showed that minute amounts of icilineexert a strong inhibit-
action in the homogeneous reaction between oxygen and both

.
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Norrish and Foord (reference45)
above 5000 C iodine acts as a

yowerful anticatalyst to the ignition of methane. These reactions
aleo show the characteristics of Inmohed<hati mecwsm ~ @
the action of the idine has been interpreted as one of removal
of the chain oarriers.

The influence cf various salts on the contmstion reactions
has been investigated%y coating the surface of the reaction vessel
with a coher6nt layer of the salt under investigation. Pease
(reference46), while studying the slow oxidation of propane and
butane,-observed-anotable increase in the temperate at w~ch.
these gases commenced.to oxidize noticeably when the walls of the
reaction vessel were cover&l with potassium chloride.

Jorissen (reference 47) investigated the influence of coat-
ings of the aIkali halides on methane&ygen mixtures. He measured
the temperatures at which carbon dioxide could first he detected
after heating the mixtures for 1/2 hour. The lowest temperature
at which reaction occurred was 1700 C, with a coating of lithium
fluoride; and the highest temperature was 5400 C, with a coating
of potassium icdide. The uncoated,tube gave reaction at 2500 C.
The temperature of observable reaction wss found to rise in the
otier Li, Na, K, Rb, and F, Cl, Br, I.

Willbourn and Hinshelwood (reference48) investigateed the
influence of different salts on the hydrogen-o~gen reaction. The
first and thti explosion Umits depend upon the surface, and were
profoundly affeoted; but the second limit,.which is controlled by
a gas-phase process, was not affected. The results obtained for
the first limit are given in table XVII.

It is known that the first explosion limit is determined by
chain-breakingat the walls. As a result, the data of table XVII
may be taken as a measure of the relative chain-breaking efficiencies
of the various salts. The following relative efficiencies of
anions and certain of the cations in contributing to chain-breaking
were obtained:

Cations: Cs+> K+>> Ba*> Ca*

Anions: I->> F-> Br~ S04=> Cl-

The effect of the iodide ion was particularlymarked.

.
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‘lheresults
and on the third

obtaimi on the
explosion limit

reaction above the second limit
tieremore complex. Lewis d

Ton Elbe found that salts as clifferent as barium chloride, @xm-
sium chloride, potassium metaborate, and sodium tungstate ‘had
practically identical actions (reference48). They concluded
that the limiting condition had been reached when the chain-
breaking efficiency of the surface was unity. On this hypothesis,
it waa expected that a number of salts could be found that would
behave in a similar fashion, and that no salt would depress the
reaction rate more than potassium chloride. The results of Will- “
bourn and Hinshelwocd, given in the following table, did not verify
this theory:

Temperature, 550° C; Pressurel 450 mm Hg (H2, 300 mm; 02, 150 mm)

Salt Licl NaCl KC1 RbCl Cscl

Rate (mm/min) 0.65 0.90 0.60 0.60 0.28

It is evident that cesium chloride (CSC1) depressed the rate of
reaction appreciably more than any of the other chlorides.

Additional results are reproduced in figure 7. I&om the pre-
ceding table and figure 7, it is seen that the diversity c& behavior
emong the salts was considerable and that the relative effects of
two salts might be different at different temperatures.

It is known that the hydrogen-almm concentration controls the
rate of branching in the region of the first explosion limit. h
the region of the third l~t, destruction of H02 is i.m~rtant.
H H02 reacts with a hydrogen molecule on the surface to give
H202 -I-H, then the subsequent fate of the hydrogen atom so formed
may also determine the obsemed chain-breaking characteristics of
the surface at these higher pressures. ~ addition, the salts
with chain-breaking effectiveness all containai cations (alAali
metals and alkaline earths) that can fc&n hydrides. As a result,
Willbourn ad Hinshelwood postulated transformations of the follow-
ing type to explain the chain-breaking action of the salts:

KC1 +H+K +HC1 (3)
KC1 +H-KE+C1 (4) ~ .
K+ C1-KC1 (5)

KE + HC1-KC1 + H2 (6)

. . .—— — — .—..-———.— - ——..–——. .———. _.
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Hydrogen atoms can therefore be removed without a permanent change
of the salt. The lexge effect of iodides was explained by postu-
lating the liberation of
ohains in the gas phase.

minute amounts of iodine, which break the

ANALYSIB OF DATA

Information on fire-etiinguishingagents
loosely into two major categories in order to
(1) information on the relative extinguishing
ferent substances, and (2) information on the
extanguishing agents.

may be classified
facilitate discussion:
effectiveness of dff-
act’ionsof fire-

Relative RMnguishing Effectiveness of Different Substances

Gaseous end liquid substances. - The most positive method of
obtaining information on the fire-etiinguishing effectiveness of
different substenoes is obviouEly by direct application to test
fires. As previously pointed out, however, the results obtained
by this method have been predominantly qualitative in nature. The
methcd has been used in determining, for the more common extinguish-
ing agents, the optinmm conditions for extinguishing different
types of fire. With the exception of the work of ThomEs @
Hochwalt (reference 39), which was Mnlted to water-soluble salts,
the methcd hea not been used for a quantitative detemnination of
the relative efficiencies of substances suspected of possessing
fire-extinguishingpotentialities. As a result, such information
“must be obtained from other sources.

The investigation of the effect o??additives on the inflam-
mable limits of combustibles offen a method by which a quantita-
tive rating of different gaaeous and liquid extinguishing agents
my be obtained. In measurements of this type, however, the -
mechanical action of the extinguishing agent is inoperative and
the blanketing action is eliminated except for some diluting effect,
whioh is smaller es the agent is more effective. Nevertheless,
the cooling action and the chemical actions exe fully operative.
The rating of compounds obtained by this methal is therefore only”on
the basis of oooling and cherdcal actions. These are 3myortant
actions and the results are quite valuable.

Flame-speed studies should yield results anal&ous to
inflenmable-limitsst@ies because the limits of inflammability
are largely detemined by the velocfltyof propagation of the flame. .

.
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Little data obtained by this method are available, however, which
is undoubtedly due to the difficulty involved in making precise,
re~oducible measurements of flame speeds.

A ftily quantitative rating of gaseous and liquid extinguish-
ing agents may be 03tai&d from diffusion-flame studies. Le Bras
(reference 8), however, has shown that, for carbon tetrachloride,
the results are an unknown function of the velocity of the gas and
air streams. This situation probably exists for many other sub- .
stan?es also, qo that relative ratings obtained by this methal are
not very si@fichnt. 0

Results obtatied from ignition-temperaturestudies on gaaeous
and liquid substances are probably not too reliable. It iS known
that the ignition temperature of a given combustible is a complex
phenomenon and cannot be regamied as a physical constant. It is a
function of many variables, and any determination of it is an
empirical procedure. In particular, the ignition temperature is
a complex function of pressure; consequently, the effects tkat
additives produce are also affected by presqure. For example,
Townend, Cohen, and Mandlekar (reference 49) have shown that
0.05-percent tetraethyl lead will raise the ignition temperature
of a 2.7-percent pentane-air mixture 26° C at 1.0 atmosphere, and
171° C at 1.75 atmospheres. In addition, Schaad and Boord (refer-
ence SO) have shown that the effect of additives Is a function of
the composition of the combustible mixture, so that an additive
may increase, decrease, or have no effect on the ignition tempera-
ture, depending on the composition of the combustible mixture
involnd. Insmnuch as the ignition temperature is so dependent
on the conditions under which it is determined, it seems necessary
to confine the use of ignition-temperaturedata to only a quali-
tative indication of fire-extinguishing potentialities.

It ~ therefore be concluded that the only avtilable @or-
mation on which to base a reliable rating of the fire-extinguishing
potentialities of different gaseous and liquid substances ere the
results obtained by direct application to test fires and frcnn
inflammable-13mitsstudies. The results obtained by the direct
methmi are qualitative in nature and only a few compounds have
been investigated. As a result, little correlation can be made ~
between the fire-extinguishing effectiveness of a substance sad
its physical and chemical properties. The results of the
inflammable-limitsstudies are quantitative, but me~ure only the
effect of cooling and che@cal actions. These actions, however,
are dependent on the physical and chemical properties of the
different substances and the following conclusions may be drawn
from these data for the different extinguishing agents:

- .- —— — — ——-—..
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1. The “inert”
and carbon dioxide)
agents.

gases (helium, argon, nitrogen, water vapor,
are the least effective of the fire-gdinguishing

2. - substances are much more @fective than the inert
gases; ~actioally all these substances contain halogen elements.

3. For analogous organic compounds, the effectiveness increases
markedly, going up the halogen series F, Cl, Br, 1.

4. For a given homologous series, there are indications that
the effectivenessincreases wtth increasing molecular weight,
markedly at first and slightly thereafter.

5. For isomeric alkyl halides, there exe indications that the
isomer with a secondary-bondedhalogen is more effective then the
one containing the primary-bondedhalogen. No data are available
on tertiary-bondedhalogen.

Metallic salts. - The metallic salts have been used as fire-
extin.guishingagents both in water-solution and in powdered form.
The relative effectiveness of the different selts appears, however,
to he the same in either case. The results of Thomas and Hochwalt
(reference39) wi~ water solutions show that only salts of the
alkali metals exhibit any degree of ftie-extinguishing ability and
that the effectiveness is largely determined by the alkali metal,
increasing in the order Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs. The effactiveness
also varies with the radical attached to the metal and &eem to be
greatest for radicals containing oxygen (Cr2~=, Mn04-, 1%-,
C4H604-, and so forth) and for the halides. These results‘were
obtained by direct application to test fires and are quantitative
in nature.

The applications of powders or dints to fire’extinguishing
Eme limited beoause they settle out of the atmosph~e fairly
rapidly and their extin@shing value is thereby lost. The res~@
of the CAA (reference 35), obtained by direct application to test
fires, rate powdered scdium and potassium carbonate as less
effeotive than the common gaseous and liquid extinguishing agents.
No data obtained by this methcilare available for determining the
relative effectiveness of the different powdered salts. All the
information obtained by the other methods indicates, however, se
in the case of the water solutions, that the presence of an alkali
metal is essential and that the effectiveness increases with the
atomic weight of the matal atom. The influence of the radical
involved is not so definit.e, and different experimenters report .

. .
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contradictory results. The results of Willbourn and Hinshelwood
(reference 48) and of Dufraisse and German (reference 9) @iicate
that the effectiveness of a salt is probably dependent on flsme
temperat~. !l?Msde~endency may explain the discre~ancies in the
order of effectiveness of
methods.

Actions of

the radioals obtained by different

Fire-l%ctinguishingAgents

Nature of @ions. - The actions by which extin@shing agents
put out fired may be classified into two main groups: (1) physical
actions, and (2) chemical actions. ThO physical aotions include
mechanical action, blanketing or diluting action, and cooling
action. These actions are described in the INTRODUCTION. The
chemical actions include: (1) chain-breaking, end (2) “preferential-
oxidation.” These actions are described in the following seotion.

The chemical actions are complex. A complete understanding of
them ultimately depends on a complete underst&ding of the combustion
mechanisms. In the case of the hydrocarbon compounds, which are
chiefly considered, the combustion processes are so intricate and
complex that a rational scientific solution of them is im~ss ible
at present. It hes been fairly well established, however, that
hydrocarbon combustion, like the hydrogen and carbon-monmide com-
bustion, proceed by branched-chain mechanisms, although it is not
known @th certainty what radicals function as the chain carriers.
The inhibiting aotion that minute quantities of the halogens and
other substances have on these reactions can be explained on the
basis of this theory. The action of the inhibitors has been
interpreted as one of combination with or deactivation of the
chain carriers, resulting in a breaking of’the reaction chains and

f a subsequent partial or complete retardation of the -reaction. This
chain-breaking action is the more important of the two chemical
actions of fire-extinguishing agents. The other chemical
preferential oxidation,which is exhibited by some of the
inflammable extinguishing agents, is the reaction of the
agent with the aibient oxygen &nd results in a smothering
fire.

act ion,
slightly

of the

Little speoific information is available oonceming the nature
of the chemical actions. Le Bras (reference 8) shows that ethyl-
bromide, which is slightly inflammable in air, acts to some extent
by combining with the ambient oxygen. Cowazd and.Dixon (refer-
ence 28) show that isoamylbromide,which is more i.nflanuuablethan
ethylbramide,behaves similarly but also exerts a strong inhibiting

.
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effeot ● Le Rras reports that oarbon tetraoh&ide exerts an
inhibiting aotion on the combustion processes, the m.agnittiea!?
which depends on the combustible. The exaot nature of this
inhibiting aotion is diffioult to descrtle without a knowledge of
the ohain carriers involvel in the combustion reaotions.

A. van Tiggelen, of the National Institute of Mines, Li6ge,
Belgium, attemm~ a theoretical aatment of the inhibition of the
cdbuOti~ of ~t- by allql halides. He assured that the &thyl
and hydroxyl radicals are the most importent chain oarriers and
that inhibition is effeoted by ohai.n-breakingreaotions of the type

RX + CH3~RCH3 +X (7)

in competitiontith reaotions of the type

CH3+m4 + R’CHX ‘ (9)

oH~ E20 + R’OEX (lo)

which substitute one radical for another, but do not break the
chain. He was able to draw only qualitative uonolusions from his
treatment beoause of laok of knowledge of the activation energies
of the reaotions assumed and the amount of dissociation of the .
alkyl-halide oompounds in the flsme region. He therefore oon-
cluded that alkyl brmides should be better inhibitors than
either the chlorides or the iodides. This oonolusion is not in .
harmony with the conclusions drawn herein from the experimental
data that are considered reliable. The whole treatment is

highly speculative and illustrates the great complexity of the
~blem.

The problem may be s~ltiied to some extent if the combustion
of hydrogen is considered instead of methane. The mschanism of
the hydmogen-oxygenreaotion is f~ly well established. It is
lmown that the rate of branohing is dependent on the hydrogen-atom
concentration. Any oompound that would remove hydrogen atoms would

.

u
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therefore have a profound inhibiting action upon the reaction rate.
As previously stated, Hinshelwood hes explained the inhibiting
action of the halogens on the baais of the reaction

H+ X2~BX+X (11)

Such a -thesis is highly plausible. Bodenstein and Jung (refer-
ence 51),by use of hydrogen atom produoed in a Wood’s tube, showed
that euch reactions are extremely rapid. Similarly, the inhibiting .
action of the alkyl halides might be explained by reactions of the
type -

C&dwell and Titani (reference 52), using the Wind’s tube method,
investigated the reactions between hydrogen atoms and several
of the simpler a3Xyl halides. Their results are explaineiion
the basis of reactions similar to reaction (12), and indtcate
that reactivl$y increases in ascending the series RF, RC1, RBr,
RI. ‘l!h~,the iodides would be expected to be the best
extinguishing agents, in harmony with experimental. fact. In
addition, the products of dissociation of the alkyl halides,
nemely X atoms and X2, would also tend to remove the hydrogen
atoms rapidly.

It is known that hydrogen atoms occur in hydrocarbon flemes
es a result of ~olysis of the hydrocarbon. The importance of
these atom has recently been emphasized. Tanford and Pease
(references53 to 55) and Badin, Stuax%, and Pqse (reference 56)
showed that the fleme speed’in carbon monoxide - hydrogen mixtures
and in butadiene is a direct function of the hydrogen-atcm con-
centration, but is independent of the concentrations of the other
atoms end free radicals. Axfofi and Norrish (reference 57) have
postulated a mechanism for the oxidation of formaldehyde, which
ocours as an intermediate in many hydrocarbon oxidations, involvlng
only hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl raiicals as the chain cerrie~.
It would therefore ap~ear that any substance that would react with
hydrogen atcms could act as an effective inhibitor of hydrocarbon
combustion es well as of the hydrogen combustion. The action of
inhibtt~ of hydrocarbon conibustionsmey therefore be interpreted
in the seinemanner as in the hydrogen comlmstion. ‘12hisdiscussion
Is all speculative and is offered only as a working hypothesis for
future investigateions.

.

.
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Relative importance of the different actions. .-Some, or POS-
sibly all, of the five actions cd fire-extinguishing agents are
operative during the extinguishing of a fire. Evaluation of their
relative importance therefore becomes very ccmplex. The gaseous
and liquid extinguishing agents will he considered first; and then
the metallio salts.~

The mechanical action is primarily a function of the method
of application, being dependent on the mannm in which the agent
strikes across the flame; it is probably of major @ortance in
~inguishing most airorei?tfires. The blanketing action is mainly
a funotion of the rate of application hut aleo depends on the vola-
tility end the density of the extinguishing agent. The CAA found
that the rate of application is the most important factor affect-
ing the ability of an agent to extinguish fires. lham this fact,
it would seem that the blanketing action of extinguishing agents
is one of the most important actions.

Cooling action is a function of the physical properties of
the agent, that is, heat capacity, thermal conductivity,‘andthe
heat of vaporization, and will %e of dWferent magnitude for dif-
ferent agents. The differences ip exti-h~ effactiveness of
the various “&rt” gases (helium, argon, nitrogen,.carbon dioxide, ~
and water vapor), as measured.in inflammable-limits.studies, are
adequately explxdned by clifferences in cooling action. me ooo1-.
ing action obviously is sJso a function of the emount of agent
employed.“ With most etiingu3ehing agents, except water and.highly
compress@ cerbon dioxide, the amounts used are small and the cool-

, ing action is of only seco- importance.

The importance of the chemical actions are indicated by the
greatly enhanced artingu3shing effactiveness of the gaseous and

●

liquld halogen-containing oompouxlds,as determined in inflammable-
I.imitsstudies. These ccmpounde have larger specific heats .@an
the Inert gases and the cooling action would therefore be increased,
but the inorease is not la&ge enough to account for the much
greater effectiveness of many of the compounds Investigated by
Joriss-en. Ih addition, there is no relation between extinguishing
effectiveness and specifio heat among the halogen ccmyounds. This
effect therefore must be derived from strong chemical actions.

Althou@ the chemical actions appe~ much mme important than
the cooling action, it is difficult to appraise weir tiportance
relative to the blanketing and mechanical actions. Such~an
appraisal oould be made from a quantitative correlation between
results”obtained from inflammable-limitsstudies, which measure

.
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chemical actions (and cooling action), and those obtained by direct-
application methds. The Purdue University investigationattempted
such a correlationwith several gaseous extinguishing agents.
The experimentswere previously discussed ani the results given
in table XIII. It<canbe seen from this table that, qualitatively,
the order of effectiveness-isthe same for each type of test, but
no quantitative conclusions may be drawn because of the uncertainty
in the results of the direct-application experiments. A further
substantiationmay be obtainsd by comparing the ofier of effective-
ness of the commop extinguishing agents obtained l%om direct-

. application methcds with the results of,the Puniue University inves-
tigation obtained from inflanunable-limitsstulies of~-heptane. These
results are represented in table,XVIII and also display a correla-
tion. It would therefore appear that the chmical aotions are
important,but because of lack of quantitative data it is @os-
sible to determine just how important.

For metal salts, the main action appears to be chemical in
nature. This fact is self-evident for water solutions because the
sddition of the salt can hardly produce any marked changb in the
cooling and blanketing ~operties of the water. For dusts and
powdem, there is little blanketing action; Dufraisse and Germen
(reference 9) have shown that the extinguishing effect arises pri-
marily from the undecomposed salt. Muraour and Michel-L&y (refer-
ence 33) have shown that there is little cooling action, which is
substantiated by the fact that, for the alkali metal halides, the
compounds tith the smallest specific heat are the most effective
‘extinguishingagents.” The chemical action involved must therefore
be a chain-breaking action.

Because of the importance of the hydrogen atom in hydrocarbon
combustion, the hypothesis of Willbourn and Hinshelwood (refer-
ence 48) for the effect of alkali metal halides on the hydrogen-
o~gen reaction offers a shrple explanation for the chain-breaking
action of these metallic salts.

CONCLUDING RFMAR&

.
On the practical bssis of discovering more efficient fire-

extinguishing agents, an empirical approach will yield the most
immediate results at the present stage of Inmwledge. From the pre-
cd.ing &nalysis, it appears that improvements in extinguishing
agents may CCmE-by
chemical actions.

the discovery of substances that e~ibit s=rong
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The chemical aotion of different substances mu he rated
quantitativelyby infleamable-limitsstudies. These measurements
are influeno~ by cwling action and sane diluting aotion, but
these aotions should be of secondary huportance cxed with the
ohemical aotion. They should not, however, be entirely neglected
in the interpretationof the results.

The organic halogen compounds seem to be the most promising
class of oompounds to investigate. A systematic survey of a large
number of these organic halides should be made in an attempt to
correlate extinguishing effectivenesswith structwe and ohemical
properties. Studies should be made of the ohange of effactiveness
of substances in different homologous series. Different isomerio
compounds should be studied to determine the influenoe of branch-
ing, of clifferent types of unsaturation, and d change of bond
strength. m addition to the organic halogen CCMQO-, the free
halogens ad their hydrogen acids should be evaluated; for the
effect of ths organio halogens may be due merely to the liberation
of these compounds, althou@ the results of Dufraisse, Vieillefosse,
ani Le Bras indicate that this is not the case. An investigation
of this t~e would serve two purposes: (1) 15x2mthe information
obtained, it should be possible to draw empirical rules that would
be valuable in selecting compounds for fire-etiinguishingagents;
and (2) the information should give a better insight into the
nature of the chemical actions involved.

Although the chemical aotions appear to be important in fire
extinguishing,their importancemust not be over emphasized. As was
previously stated, it is impossible at present to give a quanti-
tative evaluation of the sigdficanoe of the ohanical aotions rela-
tive to the blanketing and mechanical aotions because no reproduci-
ble quantitativedata on the relative efficienoies of dil?ferent
agents have been obtained by direct-applicationmethds. It is
therefcme necessary to develop a standard test fire and a standard
procedure fran which suoh data may be obtained. A comparison of
these results with those obtain~ from inflammable-~ts studies
would indioate how large a difference in ohemical ao%ion is
required to produce a noticeable ticrease in fire-extinguishing
effectiveness. Such information is essential..

W

o

.

The CAA is developing a quantitative test procedure for rating
different extinguishingagents by a direct-applicationmethai. A
comparison of some of their preliminary results with those the Purdue
University investigationobtained from inflanmble-l~ts stuiies
displays only a fair correlation and imiioates that a rather large

.
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difference in chemical action is required to produce a noticeable
ohange in fire-extinguishing efficiency. The influence of experi-
mental conditions on these results has not, however, been fully
intfestigatedend no general conclusion should be drawn as yet.

No considerationhas been taken of the toxicity of the TOS-
sible fire~hguishing substances. Little is lmown about the
toxicity of most M the organic halogen compounds, but it is lmown
that the majority of them till.give off toxic vapors when applied
to fires. Y’ortunately, considerable amounts of pungent acid ere
formed, @ these acids give sufficient warning. This objection,
which applies at present to methyllmmide and carbon tetrachloride,
would prohibit the use of these agents in confined, occupied spaces.
In aircraft, however, f’ires in the engines and wings sre by far
the most prevalent.

On the theoretical basis of elucidating the chemical action
of extinguishing agents, the problwn is so ‘complex and so far from ,
solution that nearlyanyapproach to it will yield valuable infor-
mation. W yrime importance, of course, is the solution of the
.mechanisms of hydrocarbon c(nibustions and the detemnination of what
radioals act as the chain carriers.

At present, only the mechanism of the hydrogen combustion
reaction is well understood. Kinetic studies of this reaction in
different temperatur~ regions, employing clifferent organic halides
as inhibitors, should yield.valuable information pertinent to the
actions of ~inguishing agents. Also, an extension of Le Brasr
experiments on the hydrogen flams to other halides in addition to
ethylbromide should give significant results.

Spectroscopy has provided a valuable technique for the elu-
cidation of combustion processes, and it should yield valuable
infomnation if applied to extinguishing. The effect of clifferent
inhibitors on the a%sorption spectra of clifferent combustibles at
elevat~ temperatures should yield yemtinent data, as should the
effect of clifferent inhibitors on the emission spectra of flsmes
of different combustibles.

For a final quantitativetreatment of ~ingulshing, it will
W necess~ to lnow the energies of activation of the variff’-
Tossible elementary reactions involving the organic halides aL
the chain carriers in the cm?metion reactions. Ihformhtion con-
cerdng bond strengths h these compounds will le required, as
till information shout their dissociation in the region in front
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of a flame. such information is so difficult to obtati, a tech-
niques are so complicated, that the best approach at present would
probably be to conftie attention to the hytigen and methane com-
bustion, and to inhibition by some of the simpler alkyl halides
‘or the halogens themselves. For these compotis, some of the
necessary facts are already available. ‘

Lewis Fliaht Propulsion Laboratory,
-l?atikl Adtisozy Committee A Aeronautics ~

Cleveland, Ohio, September 27, 1949.
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TABLE I - EXTINCTION CONCENTRATIONOF
.

VARIOUSSUBSTANCESFOR FLAME OF
ILLUMINATINGGAS BURNINGIN AIW

Extinguishing
substance

.,
N2

C02
CH3C1
CH2CiCH2Cl
ccl.4 o
CHC1=CHC1
CHC1=CC12
CC12=CC12
C2H5C1
CH3Br
CC13CHC12
C6H5C1
C6H5Br
CH3CH2CH~Cl
CH3CHC1CH3
CH31
CHC12CHC12
C2H5Br
CH2Br2
CH~CHCH2Br
CH3C6H4Br (p)
(CH3)2(CH3.CH2)=CC:
(mls=ccl
CH3(CH2)2CH21
CH3CH2CH2Br
CH3CHBrCH3
CH2BrCH2Br
C2H51

(CH3)2CHCH2CH2Br
CH3CHICH3
CH212
Ecl
E&
HI
C12
Br2
12

,

Amount added to
ai~ stream

(percent by volume

55

40
20
16
16
13
13
13
13
10
10
10
9

- 8’
8
7
7
7
7
7

7
6
6
6
‘6
6
6-
5
5
5
2.5
40
20

%
10
2

‘From reference 4.

.
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TABLE 11 - mIIfUUISHIMG P2RC2NTAGE OF HITRCQEH, OAHBON THTRAOHLORIDE, AND ETHYLBROMIDE FOR mms y
OF VARIOUS COWKJTIHIM

Combustible

!2
:0

IH4

:lliidinailin
gklE

w%

!6H5CHS

H306H4~H3

:H30H

E13CH20H

F13(OHQ)EOH

‘~{CH2 )~OH

‘S2

Ve:h:;t:fof

combustible

60 lb/hr

16 lb/hr

12 lb/hr

30 lb/hr

3b I@/hr

%? Pb

lB gm/hr

15.6 gm/’hr

12.3 ,@hr

14 gm/ti

15.2 @n&

42 @&

aWom referenoe 8.

41110untfol
9xtinot iol
“(percent

by volume

75

63

35

60

31.2

21.B

17

99*8

26.2

27.4

28*6

55

6.2

9.8

15.6

8,4

14.5

“16.4

17.6

13.9

16.6

15*E

i5

9.6

Residual

f;%%
by volume

3

8.1

8.3

6.0

13.3

16

16

13.5

13.8

13.8

13.4

13*B

00:

kmolint l?o:
9xtinctiol
(peroent

by volume

70

S?*8

8.5

26*5

5*5

3

2.6

11.2

8

6

5.8

4

Residual

(;%%
)yvolume

16

19.3

13.7

15

13.8

18.6

17.5

18.3

19

16.3

16.2

18.6

C2H5 “ /
E

&mount l-o
axtinotio
(peroent

by volume

8

6

5.6

6.4

6.2

6

6*8

6*9

6.7

5.2

5.1

4

(;%%%
by volume

!2

2.6

.8

1.8

2

2.4

2.6

4.

3.6

4.2

3.6

1.6
I

w
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TABLE III - EXTINCTIViEFFECTOF POWDERSON FLAMESOF HYDROGEN,
ILLUMINATINGGAS, METHANE,AND CARBONMONOZIDEa

Powdered Decomposition data Minimum dose
extinguishing for extinction
substance (mg/liter.)b
tested

Temperature Products H2 Illumin- CH4 Cco
(Oc) sting gas

NaHC03 100 Na2C03, H20, C,02 700 450 100 300

KHC03 170 QC039 E20. Q? 25o 100 --- 30

KC103 350 KC1, 02 +.@ ++ 50 5

NaC103 370 NaCl, 02 ++ ++ 150 50

KC104 400 KC1, 02 ++ ++. 00 30

mo3 500 I?02 450 100 15 8

NaN03 480 N02 550 “250 50 40

Talc 1000 -------------- >800 >800 >800 >800

Na2B407.10H20 50 Na2B~07r2H20,
8H211 >600 300 150 +

\
Na2S04.10H20 20 Xa2S04,10H20 >800 >800 200 +

Ka2S04 1200 -------------->600 >600 600 500

‘From reference 9.

bFigures given correspond approximately to concentration in
mg/liter calculated for uniform distribution.

‘Carbon monoxide used had constant water content very little below
saturation value at 20°, which is 2.23 percent.

%he signs ++ and + indicate that the flame is more or less
enlivened. The sign > indicates that the flame seemed
impeded without being extinguished by the largest quantity .
of powder that could be used in the apparatus.

.

“

.
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TABLE IV - RESULTS OF JORISSEN ON INFLUENCE OF
ADDITIVES ON INFLAMMABLE REGION OF METHANE-AIR

I MIXTURES AT ROOM Temperature

Extinguishing Amount required to render Reference
substance noninflammable all CH4-

air mixtures (percent by
volume )

POC13 1 17

(C% )2CH2CH2CH2Br . 1.5 18

CH3CH21 5.3 17

sic14 5.6 17

S02C12 7.0 17

C~CH2CH2Br 7.6 - / 17

CC14 7.8 13

SiHC13 800 17

C02 21*2 16

He” 26 ‘ 16

N2 30.8 16

(c- )3CC1 ‘ Flammable 16, 17

aLimits of explosion of @ in air were
approximately 6 and 14 percent CH4 by
volume.

43
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TABLE V - RESULTS OF BUREAU OF MINES AND
SAFETY IN MINES RESEARCH BOARD ON .INFLU-
ENCE OF ADDITIVES ON INFLAMMABLE REGION

OF METHANE=AIR’MIXTURES AT ROOM
Temperature

Extanguishing Amount required to render Referent<
substante noninflammable all CH4-

air mixtures ( ercent by
volume7

CC12F2 11.5 22, 24

CC14 12.2, 11.5 21, 22

C02 25 19

H20 b29.1 23

N2 38 19

He 38.5 19

A 51 19

C2H2C12 Inflammable 21

aInflammable limits of CH4 in air were
5.0- and 15.O-percent CH4 by volume.

bTaken at 670,,C. Value for C02 at this
temperature was 27.1 percent.

—.—.. —.–—
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TABLE VI - RESULTS OF BUREAU OF MINES ON INFLUENCE OF
ADDITIVES “ONINFLAMMABLE REGIONS OF COMBUSTIBLE
GASES IN AIR AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND ATMOSPHERIC

PRESSUREa

Combustible Volumes of added gas required to render
noninflammable one volume of combustible

gas under all conditions

‘2 C02 Ccl* CC12F2 ●C02/N2
H2 16*5 10.2 ---- ------ 0s62

co 4.1 2.2 , ---- ------
● 54

CH4 6-0 3.3 “1.4 1.4 .55

C2H6 12-8 7.3 -,--- ------
● 57

C3H8 14.9 7.9 ---- 2.8 ● 53

C4%0 17*2 9.3 ---- 3*2 ,.54

C5H~2 2203 12.2 ---- ------
● 55

c6H14 25s0 14.0 ---- ------
● 56

Gasoline 24-2 14.2 ---- 3.9 .59

C2H4 15.3 9.0 ---- ------ .59

C3H6 14.0 7.7 ---- ------
● 55

cHpcHclI=cH2 19*6 12.0 ---- ------ ●61

CH2-CH2 1305 8.0 ---- ‘ ------ ●59
\CH; ~

c6H(j “ 21.2 12*9 ---- -.---- ●61

Average 0.57
.

.

aFrom refer?rice 240

-. .- .. . . . -—.————.—.._ ._-. _ _ ._ -—-— —— --. .—-— .——._
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TABLE VII - INFLUENCE OF ADDITIVES OF INFLAWBLE REGION OF
~-HEPTANE-AIR MIXTURESa

Extinguishing Amount required to Extinguishing Amount required tc
substance render noninflam- substante render noninflam-

mable all heptane- mable all CH4-air
air mixtures (per- mixtures (percent
cent by volume) by volume)

CF3CHBrCH3 4.9 CF3CHC1CH3 . 12.0

CBrF2CBrF2 4.9 CF3CH2CH2Cl 12.2

CH#r2 5.2 cclF3 “ ‘ 12.3
,

CF3CH2CH2Br 5.4 c2F6 13.4

CH31 6.1 CC12F2 14.9

CBrF3 6.1’ CHF3 17.8

CClF2CHBrCH3 6.4 CHClF2 17.9

CF3CH2Br 6.8 SF6 20.5

C2FllC2i5 6*8 CF4 26

1,3-c6Flo(cF3)2 6.8 C02 29.5

1,4-C6F1O(CF’3)2 6.8 CH2C12 Inflammable

CH2BrCH2Cl 7.2 c#4(cF3)2 Do.

C6F11CF3 7.5 “ c6H5cF3 ‘ Do.

C7F16 7.5 NF3 Explosive

CH2BrCl 7.6 C2F4 Inflammable

CClF2CC12F 9.0

CH3Br 9.7

G4F10 9.8

5C14 11.5

=$9=
aFrom Purdue University investigation.

“

.

.
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TABLE VIII - EFFECT OF ?INHIBITORSt ON THE’
IGNITION TEMPERATURE OF 5.8-PERCE~

METHANE-AIR MIXTURE?

Substance Ignition
temperature

(OC )

12, 0.2 percent 749

CH3CH21, 0.03 percent I 760

CH3CHzBr, 0.24 percent 744

CC14, 0.23 percent 689

Pb(C2H5)4, trace 707

No addition 632
I I

Lag
(sec~

3.6

2.8

3.6

3*O

55.0

18e5

aFrom reference 27.

TABLE IX ‘-EFFECT OF PHOSPHORYL CHLORIDE ON
MEAN FLAME SPEED OF METHANE-AIR M1121WRESa

.

Mixture “ Mean flame
mount CH4 Amount POC13 speed
(percent (percent (cm/see)
y volume) by volume)

9.97 0 92,5

9.84 1033 ----------

9.83 1.38 . 31

9.73 2.97 30

9.7 .3.0 “ 28 ‘

9.6 3.9 31

-

aFrom reference 34.

. .— .— ____ .—— ... .. .._ ._ ._. ____ — ——-.— .——. _____ ____
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TABLE X - FIRE-EXTINGUISHINGAGENTS FOR USE IN TYTE OF AIRCRAFT
POWER-PLANT INSTALLATION TESTEDa

Order Power section Accessory section Over all
of (oil fires )

merit Oil fires with Gasoline fires
‘source in power shut off before

section extinction (b)

1 CH3Br CH3Br CH3Br CH3Br

Mixture (A) Mixture (A)

2 C02 C02 C02 C02
CC14 CC14
Mixture (C) .I?aHco3

Mixture (C)

3 lhlHco3 K C03
d xture (B) &!~&re (A) Y?#ure (C

“ Mixture (C) Mixture (A

4 K2C03 qco~ Na2C03 -
Mixture (B)

5 K2C03.
Mixture (B

Mixture (A) indicates a mixture of 30-percent methylbromide
and 70-percent carbon tetrachloride.

.
Mixture (B) indicates a mixture of 30-percent methylbrmnide.
and 70-percentmethylenechloride.

.

Mixture (C) indicates various mixture of carbon dioxide and
carbon tetrachloride.

aFr~ reference35.

bOnly methylbromide and carbon dioxide are considered satis~
factory for general use in type of engine installation
tested.

T .

.
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TABLE X1 - NECESSARY MINIMUM QUANTITIES OF

●

EXTINGUISHING AGENTS DETERMINED BY TESTS
BASED ON DURATION OF 2 SECONDSa

I COJ CH5Br I ‘ Other
liquids

(lb) (lb) (qt) (qh)b

Power section 14.0 1008 300 3.4

Accessory section 5.8 4.4 1.2 1.6

Oil cooler .6 1.4 .4 .4

Exhaust stack ‘ 1.2 1.4 .4 .6

Total 21.6 1800 5.0 6.0

aFrom reference 35.

bOther liquids include: Carbon tetrachloride,
mixture of 70-percent carbon tetrachloride
and 30-percent methylbromide, and mixtures
of carbon dioxide and carbon tetrachloride.

TABLE XII - QUANTITIES OF EXTINGUISHINGAGENTS REQUIRED TO PUT
OUT STANDARD TEST FIREa

!mOunt of Time of Type of Amount and type Time for
gasoline burning extinguisher of agent extinction

(cc) (see)

200 20 Wash bottle 18 cc CH2ClBr 1 sec

200 20 Wash bottle 200 cc CC14 Not extinguished

200 20 1 qt std. P@ene (?ccz) 9 sec “

400’ 30 1 qt std. CH2ClBr (?cc) 1.5 sec

400 30 1 qt std. 1 qt”cc14 Not extinguished

400 30 1 qt std.” 1 qt, Pyrene Not extinguished
— —

‘From reference 3’7.

—--— .-—- —.— -—- .— — .—.—_ —.. , ——,. —. ——
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TABLE XIII - RESULT% OF TESTS TO CORRELATE EFFECTIVENESS
IN DECREASING LIMITS OF ~LAMMABILITY OF ri-HJ3PTANE

IN AIR AND EFFECTIVENESS IN EXTINGUISHING A
SMALL TEST FIRE OF @IEPTANEa

Gaseous Volume Amount required to
substances necessary to make inflammability

tested extinguish test limits coincide
fire, (ml) (percent by volume)

CBrF3 34 6.1

CC1F3 52 . 12.3

CH3Br 52 “ 9*7

CC12F2 61 14.9

C02 125 29.5

●

=s=
aFrom Purdue University investigation.

.
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TABLE XIV - FIRE-EXTINGUISHINGEFFECTIVENESSOF COW
POUNDS OF ALKALI METALS IN WATER SOLUTIONa

Compound Concentration of Effeot in
solution extinguishing

(smallest effective fire
normality]

;eaiwn
Chloride 0.8 Positive

/ubidium
Bitartrate .15 Do.
Chloride 1.0 Do.
Carbonate 105 Do. ‘

‘otassium
Bitartrate .15 Do.
Diuhromate .2 Do.
Perchlorate .2 Do.
Anthranilate .25 Do.
Pennanganate .3 Do.
Iodate .3 Do.
Gallate .3 Do.
Butyrate .4 Do.
Citrate .4 .Do.
Lautate .6 Do.
Hydroxide . .6 Do.
Chlorate .6 Do.
Iodide .6 Do.
Fluoride .6 Do.
Acetate ●7 Do.
Bicarbonate .7 Do.
Formate .8 Do.
Tartrate Do.
Nitrite :: Do.
Chloride 1.0 Do.
Nitrate 1.1 Do.
Oxalate 1.1 Do.
Carbonate 1.5 Do.
Bromate 1*5 Do.
Bromide 1.85 Do.
Sodium carbonate 2.5 bo..
Phosphate 4.0 Do.
Hydrogen sulfate 10.0 - Negative

;odium
Acetate 1.0 Positive
Diahromate 2.0 Do.
Potassium carbonate .2.5 Do.
Nitrate 3.0 Do.
Lactate 3.5 Do.
Chloride 4.7 Do.
Tartrate 6.0 Negative
Phosphate (di and tri) Saturated solution Do.

.ithium
Acetate 5.0 Poaltive
Citrate 6.0 Negative
Nitrate 10.0 Do.
Chloride 15.0 Do.

%rom reference 39.

----— --- —-——-—. -__— .— —
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TABLE XV - COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF ALKALI METALS WITH
INCREASE IN ATOMIC WEIGHTa

Radical” I Lil Nal Kl Ru I CS

c1 %5.0 4.7 1.0’ 1.0 0.8

CH3C02 5.0 1.0 .7 -------- -------

Hc4H406 ------- -----
● 15 ● 15 ----.--

N03 - %0.0 3.0 1.10 ‘-------- -----.-

C03 ------- ----- 1.50 1.50 -------“

.
aFrom reference 39.

bNo effect on fire (limit of volubility).

TABLE XVI - EFFECT OF”POTASSIUM HALIDES WITH AND WITHOUT
COMBINED”OXYGENa

Compound

KI

KF

KC1

KBr

Smallest Comp ounci Smallest
effective effective
normality normality

0.6 K103 ~ ‘ 0.3

100
[

.6

1.85 I KBr03 1.5

Compound Smal18st
effective
normality

-------- I -------- .

-------- ------ ---

KC104 002

--- - - - -- I ------ ---
I

=E=
aFrom reference 39.

.
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TABLE XVII - INFLUENCE OF SALTS ON FIRST EX-
PLOSION LIMIT OF THE HYDROGEN-OXYGEN

REACTIONa

!Jature of Pressure of Relative values of
surface first limit the limit

(m)

Silica 0.5 1

KF 6.6 13

KC1 3.5 7

KBr 5eo- 10

KI 8.5 17

KCI/KI
(1:1) 9.0 18

Cscl 4.0 8

CSI 8.6 17

CaC12 1.2 . 2.4

BaC12 1.3 2.6

‘2s04 ,. 5.2 10.4 “

al?rornreference 48.

.— —-—.—————..— ———— _.- . .._ .— .- .—— . ..--—
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TABLE XVIII - CORRELATION BETWEEN
DIRECT APPLICATION TO TEST FIRES
BY McBEE AND WELCH* IN EFFECT OF

RESULTS OBTAINED BY
AND THOSE OBTAINED
DECREASING LIMITS

OF INFLAMMABILITY OF HEPTANE IN AIR

Extinguishing Amount required to render
substance noninflammable (percent

by volume)

CH31 6.1

CH2&cl 7.6

CH3Br 9.7
/

CC14 11.5

C02 29.5
— —

~

aFrom Purdue University investigation.

.
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/“J.”’.-~
2“’

cH3cH2Br, percent

Figure 1. - Variation of percentages of oxggen, carbon-
dioxide, and carbon monoxide in residual gases (dried
and HBr removed) of flame of hydrogen at 50 liters
per hour fed by air containing ethylbromide
(reference 8).

.
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12, percent

Figure 3. - Ignition points of methane in air containing
free iodine (reference 28).

.
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Figure 4. - Ignition points of methane in air containing
. ethylenebromide (reference28).
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ignition lag

/

(-c) . ,
0.5

d

1.0

P
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Figure 6. - Ignition points of methane in air containing
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Figure 7. - Effect of different salts on rate of hydrogen-
mygen reaction at different temperatures (reference48).
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